5G Induces Coronaviruses: New
Study Models Millimeter Wave
Influence on DNA

Back in July of 2020, I shared a report from Maki Freeman about how 5G induces the
coronaviruses. Since that date, much of the source material has been removed from
the Internet or the documents withdrawn. The essential point of that article was to
confirm that 5G EMF toxic non-ionizing radiation causes what is labelled as the Covid19 virus.
As crazy as that may seem, you are not seeing the cruise industry booking sailings or
resisting the CDC sailing orders for the cruise ships operating out of U.S. ports. In fact,
the cruise industry has yet to solve the problem of its 2019 installed Wi-Fi, cell, and
entertainment wireless communications. The cruise industry became the victim of its
own latest sales and marketing feature, global communications from your stateroom or
cabin to any point on the planet.
Not wanting to be left behind, every cruise line in the world invested hundreds of
millions of dollars in the newest 5G EMF wireless communications. The newest feature
is easily identified by its white globe protective covers of 5G satellite antenna receivers.
Since 5G wireless communications operates at millimetre wave signals, it must be free
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of any impediments such as dust, fog, rain, snow, sleet, sea mist, clouds, and trees.
They were installed on the upper decks of cruise ships, maritime vessels, and naval
warships. The picture below is a close-up photo of a 5G HDTV antenna for shipmounted service. A cruise ship will have between six and twelve of these for various
applications like Wi-Fi, cellular, television, data, etc. Three hundred cruise ships now
sport these white globes on their top decks.

Unfortunately, technology has surpassed the human body’s ability to adapt to this new
technology. By that, I am saying, that the frequencies used in 5G EMF communications
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are not healthy to the human body, resulting in broken DNA in the cell structure and
resulting in radiation sickness, and even death to older people with comorbidity issues.
According to a study published in June, 2020 on the U.S. NIH (National Institute of
Health) website PubMed.gov and published earlier elsewhere. The study, entitled 5G
Technology and induction of coronavirus in skin cells (the full version has been
withdrawn from public access), comes to the shocking conclusion – shocking from a
mainstream scientific viewpoint – that 5G technology can instigate the body to produce
viruses as a cellular response. Guess what? The 5G millimetre waves (so-called
because they operate in extremely high frequencies where there is less than a
millimetre between the wave peaks) can make the body produce not just any class of
viruses but actually coronaviruses!
At the time I shared this information with a family member who is a RN and works for a
KY hospital. She, like an obedient health care worker, received the 2-shot jab shortly
after they became available at her place of employment. She essentially blew my wife
off in relaying that information. She dismissed my remarks about how human DNA can
be changed as well. Her remarks were that our DNA is fixed and cannot be changed.
She obviously has not kept up with the advances of genetics and CRISPR-CAS9
technology which has leaped decades forward since the human genome project was
mapped by 2003.
This research peels back another layer of Operation Coronavirus, affirming
the coronavirus 5G connection that I and others were warning about in February when
this entire plandemic got off the ground. In that article I asked the question: “What if 5G
is being used to open up the skin of those in Wuhan so as to allow the new bioweapon
coronavirus to infiltrate more easily?” Now with more information the question could
be: “What if 5G is being used to open up the skin and simultaneously create
coronaviruses?” I was following the 5G events in China as early as September, 2019,
as China vaccinated its entire population in early September, 2019.
Research Spells Out How EMF in the Form of 5G Induces Coronaviruses
I will reproduce the entire abstract of the study here since I first downloaded the
document in July, 2020:
“In this research, we show that 5G millimeter waves could be absorbed by dermatologic
cells acting like antennas, transferred to other cells and play the main role in producing
Coronaviruses in biological cells. DNA is built from charged electrons and atoms and
has an inductor-like structure. This structure could be divided into linear, toroid and
round inductors. Inductors interact with external electromagnetic waves, move and
produce some extra waves within the cells. The shapes of these waves are similar to
shapes of hexagonal and pentagonal bases of their DNA source. These waves produce
some holes in liquids within the nucleus. To fill these holes, some extra hexagonal and
pentagonal bases are produced. These bases could join to each other and form viruslike structures such as Coronavirus. To produce these viruses within a cell, it is
necessary that the wavelength of external waves be shorter than the size of the cell.
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Thus 5G millimeter waves could be good candidates for applying in constructing viruslike structures such as Coronaviruses (COVID-19) within cells.”
In plain English, this is what it says: DNA is constructed from electrons and atoms which
can be influenced by external EM waves. These waves produce holes in the cells. The
body creates hexagonal and pentagonal DNA bases to fill these holes, and these bases
can join together to make virus-like structures such as coronaviruses within our cells.
This builds on the previously known fact that 5G acts upon the body’s cells like a
transmitter, and these cells in turn (especially the skins cells) act like antennae,
absorbing signals and adjusting themselves based on those signals. This is, quite
literally, mass programming.
We all have inhaled, ingested, breathed in nanoparticle of aluminium in the past 25
years from chemtrail spraying, aluminium being the most common element of the
chemtrail soup mix. We are all most likely to be an antenna receptor.
5G Has Very Short Wavelengths, Allowing it to Penetrate Cells and Influence
(Control) DNA
The study continues by outlining the exact method by which 5G induces coronaviruses:
“Thus, a DNA could emit some waves and interact with external waves. However, most
waves have a length more than the size of cells and pass them without any effect. Only
limited waves with lengths smaller than millimeter could penetrate into cell membrane
and interact with DNA inductors. These wavelengths could be observed in 5G
technology. Thus, towers in this technology could exchange waves with DNAs within
cells and produce various types of diseases such as COVID-19. In this study, we
propose a mechanism for exchanged waves between towers and host cells to obtain
effective wavelengths. In our method, skin cells act as dermatologic antenna, take
waves in 5G technology and transfer them to host cells. Then, DNAs within host cells
interact with these waves and move. By motions of a DNA, some hexagonal and
pentagonal holes emerge. To fill these holes, some bases are constructed within cells.
These holes join to each other and form RNAs of COVID-19.”
This is scary enough, however the bigger picture is much worse. The tiny waves of 5G
can accomplish what other EMF technology (4G and below) cannot do, by penetrating
the cell membrane and interacting with our DNA inductors. We’re talking about the
power to influence and manipulate our very DNA here:
“An antenna could take waves in which their wavelengths are equal to its size. Thus,
millimeter waves in 5G technology could be taken more by dermatologic antennas.
These waves could pass the cell membranes, enter the nucleus and interact with DNAs.
Previously, it has been shown that a DNA could act as the inductor and receiver or
sender of waves. Thus, a DNA within a dermatologic cell like a keratinocyte receives
external waves and sends them to DNAs of other cells like melanocytes. Waves in 5G
technology and higher technologies could contribute in gene expressions, turn on some
genes and turn off others.”
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Turn on and off your genes. That is SERIOUS power which 5G operators have over
the population.
This echoes what I wrote in the 2017 article 5G and IoT: Total Technological Control
Grid Being Rolled Out Fast where I referenced the research of Israeli scientist Dr. BenIshai, who showed that our sweat ducts work like helical antennas, absorbing energy
and EM frequencies between 75-100 GHz, part of the range used by 5G.
5G Induces Coronaviruses – Further Implications
So what are the implications of this study? There are many. First, if 5G can be
weaponized and aimed at people, firing EMF and manipulating their DNA to produce
coronaviruses, then the external threat is not some new killer virus, but rather
destructive battlefield technology disguised as telecommunications technology. Anyone
still looking at airborne particles and worried about contaminated surfaces is missing the
point completely.
Second, building upon the first point, if the NWO (New World Order) controllers running
this agenda have the power to induce people to make coronaviruses, or even a specific
strain like SARS-CoV-2 (assuming it exists), We have evidence to the effect that it too
is a hoax, and then there is no ‘contagion’ or viral spread as such. Some such as
German scientist and researcher Dr. Stefan Lanka believe contagion itself is a myth.
Either way, there is no medical or legal justification for shutting down small businesses,
quarantining and isolating people, forced mask wearing and social distancing, because
in this scenario some new virus is not being spread; people are being induced to create
it inside their own bodies.
Third, it adds more weight to the idea that 5G mimics electroporation,
the microbiology technique which uses an electrical pulse to create temporary pores in
cell membranes through which substances like chemicals, drugs or DNA can be
introduced into the cell. Both electroporation and 5G use pulsed waves to open up the
cell, thus allowing the DNA inside to be altered.
Fourth, this research further bolsters the idea that the COVID phenomenon is linked to
oxygen shortage (aka hypoxia or under oxygenation). This is explained in several
ways, e.g. by the theory of Dr. Robert Young that COVID is actually blood coagulation,
and by the 5G 60GHz effect on oxygen molecules.
To recap, it is a fact that the 60 GHz band (used by 5G) affects oxygen. For instance,
these technology/telecommunications websites (since removed) explain how oxygen
absorbs a very high percentage (98% on one website) of 60 GHz waves, therefore
making it undesirable and ineffective for radio and communication. That analysis, of
course, is from the viewpoint of efficient telecommunication. However, my viewpoint is
the opposite; I am coming to the topic looking at it from a health perspective, so I don’t
care how much O2 is impeding telecommunications, I care about how much the 60 GHz
is impeding my ability to breathe! Dana Ashlie explains in this February 2020 video
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(around the 11:00 mark) that when the O2 molecules absorb the 60 GHz waves, it
affects the spin of their electrons. Changes to these spin frequencies in turn have
impacts on human biology. It reduces the oxygen molecules’ ability to fully bind with and
saturate the haemoglobin in our blood, thus preventing us from fully up taking oxygen,
thus depriving us of fully oxygenating ourselves. With lower oxygen levels, our energy
and immunity falls, and we become weaker.
With this new information, think back to some of the headlines from January this year,
e.g. Huawei Builds 5G Base Stations to Help Fight Corona Virus. Did you catch that – to
“help” fight coronavirus?! It’s a sick joke. The cause of our problems is again presented
as the solution. Loading…
Final Thoughts
This research is another crucial piece of the puzzle. We have known for a while now
that artificial EMF is causing great harm to us. We have also known for a while that 5G
is extremely dangerous in many ways, including hijacking our sweat duct antennae,
bombarding us with pulsed waves (more damaging than continuous wave radiation),
amplifying DNA damage via VGCCs, promoting deep EMF penetration and having
mutagenic and carcinogenic effects, being emitted from a phased array structure that
has been used for crowd dispersal.
This research is more evidence that we are being deliberately poisoned, and that tales
of species-jumping bat viruses from China are a red herring. We must continue to be
vigilant in opposing 5G in all its forms, and doing what we can in our local area to
prevent the 5G rollout. Our DNA depends on it. However, we must also be aware
that space-based 5G satellites have been deployed earlier this past year by SpaceX
(run by Elon Musk), and other companies including Amazon, OneWeb and TeleSat
have either done so as well or are about to. Time is running low for humanity to wake
up. Elon Musk has close to a thousand 5G satellites in orbit at this time.
When that study was published at the NIH PubMed site on July 16th 2020, and
published earlier elsewhere in June 2020, there had been no indication of what the
implications meant, and so made it into print and then later this study was retracted. The
Editor-in-Chief of the ‘BioLife Scientific Journal’ claimed it was due to evidence of
substantial manipulation of the peer review, without further comment.
THE IMPLICATIONS:
Was this study retracted because it was genuinely bad science? Or is it part of a larger
pattern of censorship re: the 5G-coronavirus connection? Keep in mind that the
telecoms have $17-trillions of dollars on the line and keeping negative press out of the
eyes of the public is essential to their plan. When the world’s largest re-insurance
companies over a decade ago told insurance companies they would not re-insure the
industry because of health risks related to wireless energy was a huge warning. In fact,
investment in this technology carries the disclaimer that the telecom industry is liable for
substantial damages in the event of litigation and class-action law suits.
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Censors on the Internet began blocking 5G articles shortly after this story was first
reported. I was downloading and saving documents on 5G as far back as 2012. You
need to be aware of the fact that the military has been experimenting with 5G as a
weapons system as far back as the early 1970s. It deployed 5G weapons in the first
Gulf War in 1990, and even deployed the ADS or “Active Denial System” mounted on
the Humvee platform for crowd dispersal at the G20 Summit in Pittsburgh, PA held in
2009. I have long suspected that 5G was being planned as an EMF “invisible” fence to
keep people prisoners of their own homes’ property lines, like the “invisible” fences to
keep pets from wandering off their owner’s property.
Even worse, 5G can be through electroporation (beamed at a target) in which the
pathogen Brucellosis Mycoplasma can be activated without anyone’s awareness. Dr.
Leslie Taylor wrote in 2001,

“Mycoplasmas are a specific and unique species of bacteria - the smallest free-living
organism known on the planet. The primary differences between mycoplasmas and
other bacteria is that bacteria have a solid cell-wall structure and they can grow in the
simplest culture media. Mycoplasmas however, do not have a cell wall, and like a tiny
jellyfish with a pliable membrane, can take on many different shapes which make them
difficult to identify, even under a high powered electron microscope. Mycoplasmas can
also be very hard to culture in the laboratory and are often missed as pathogenic
causes of diseases for this reason.
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The accepted name was chosen because Mycoplasmas were observed to have a fungilike structure (Mycology is the study of fungi - hence "Myco") and it also had a flowing
plasma-like structure without a cell wall - hence "plasma". The first strains were isolated
from cattle with arthritis and pleuro-pneumonia in 1898 at the Pasteur Institute. The first
human strain was isolated in 1932 from an abscessed wound. The first connection
between mycoplasmas and rheumatoid diseases was made in 1939 by Drs. Swift and
Brown. Unfortunately, mycoplasmas didn't become part of the medical school
curriculum until the late 1950's when one specific strain was identified and proven to be
the cause of atypical pneumonia, and named Mycoplasma pneumonia. The association
between immunodeficiency and autoimmune disorders with mycoplasmas was first
reported in the mid-1970s in patients with primary hypogammaglobulinemia (an
autoimmune disease) and infection with four species of mycoplasma that had localized
in joint tissue. Since that time, scientific testing methodologies have made critical
technological progress and along with it, more mycoplasma species have been
identified and recorded in animals, humans and even plants.
While Mycoplasma pneumonia is certainly not the only species causing disease in
humans, it makes for a good example of how this stealth pathogen can move out of its
typical environment and into other parts of the body and begin causing other diseases.
While residing in the respiratory tract and lungs, Mycoplasma pneumonia remains an
important cause of pneumonia and other airway disorders, such as tracheobronchitis,
pharyngitis and asthma. When this stealth pathogen hitches a ride to other parts of the
body, it is associated with non-pulmonary manifestations, such as blood, skin, joint,
central nervous system, liver, pancreas, and cardiovascular syndromes and disorders.
Even as far back as 1983, doctors at Yale noted:
"Over the past 20 years the annual number of reports on extrapulmonary symptoms
during Mycoplasma (M.) pneumoniae disease has increased. Clinical and
epidemiological data indicate that symptoms from the skin and mucous membranes,
from the central nervous system, from the heart, and perhaps from other organs as well
are not quite uncommon manifestations of M. pneumoniae disease." (15)
This single stealth pathogen has been discovered in the urogenital tract of patients
suffering from inflammatory pelvic disease, urethritis, and other urinary tract diseases
(8) It has been discovered in the heart tissues and fluid of patients suffering from
cardititis, pericarditis, tachycardia, hemolytic anemia, and other coronary heart
diseases.(9, 10, 14) It has been found in the cerebrospinal fluid of patients with
meningitis and encephalitis, seizures, ALS, Alzheimer's and other central nervous
system infections, diseases and disorders.(11-13) It has even been found regularly in
the bone marrow of children with leukemia.(16- 18) It is amazing that one single tiny
bacteria can be the cause of so many seemingly unrelated diseases in humans. But as
with all mycoplasma species, the disease is directly related to where the mycoplasma
resides in the body and which cells in the body it attaches to or invades.
Today, over 100 documented species of mycoplasmas have been recorded to cause
various diseases in humans, animals, and plants. Mycoplasma pneumonia as well as at
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least 7 other mycoplasma species have now been linked as a direct cause or significant
co-factor to many chronic diseases including, rheumatoid arthritis, Alzheimer's, multiple
sclerosis, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, diabetes, Crohn's Disease, ALS, nongonoccal
urethritis, asthma, lupus, infertility, AIDS and certain cancers and leukemia, just to name
a few.(1-6)
In 1997, the National Center for Infectious Diseases, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention's journal, Emerging Infectious Diseases, published the article, Mycoplasmas:
Sophisticated, Reemerging, and Burdened by Their Notoriety, by Drs. Baseman and
Tully who stated:
"Nonetheless, mycoplasmas by themselves can cause acute and chronic diseases at
multiple sites with wide-ranging complications and have been implicated as cofactors in
disease. Recently, mycoplasmas have been linked as a cofactor to AIDS pathogenesis
and to malignant transformation, chromosomal aberrations, the Gulf War Syndrome,
and other unexplained and complex illnesses, including chronic fatigue syndrome,
Crohn's disease, and various arthritides."
Mycoplasmas, unlike viruses, can grow in tissue fluids (blood, joint, and heart, chest
and spinal fluids) and can grow inside any living tissue cell without killing the cells, as
most normal bacteria and viruses will do. Mycoplasmas are frequently found in the oral
and genito-urinary tracts of normal healthy people and are found to infect females four
times more often than males, which just happens to be the same incidence rate in
rheumatoid arthritis, fibromyalgia, Chronic Fatigue and other related disorders.(7)
Mycoplasmas are parasitic in nature and can attach to specific cells without killing the
cells and thus their infection process and progress can go undetected. In some people
the attachment of mycoplasmas to the host cell acts like a living thorn; a persistent
foreign substance, causing the host's immune defense mechanism to wage war. This
allergic type of inflammation often results in heated, swollen, and painful inflamed
tissues, like those found in rheumatoid diseases, fibromyalgia and many other
autoimmune disorders like lupus and MS, Crohn's and others. In such cases the
immune system begins attacking itself and/or seemingly healthy cells. Some species of
mycoplasmas also have the unique ability to completely evade the immune system.
Once they attach to a host cell in the body, their unique plasma and protein coating can
then mimic the cell wall of the host cell and the immune system cannot differentiate the
mycoplasma from the body's own host cell.
Mycoplasmas are parasitic in nature because they rely on the nutrients found in host
cells including cholesterol, amino acids, fatty acids and even DNA. They especially
thrive in cholesterol rich and arginine-rich environments. Mycoplasmas can generally be
found in the mucous membrane in the respiratory tract. They need cholesterol for
membrane function and growth, and there is an abundance of cholesterol in the
bronchial tubes of the respiratory tract. Once attached to a host cell, they then begin
competing for nutrients inside the host cells. As nutrients are depleted, then these host
cells can begin to malfunction, or even change normal functioning of the cell, causing a
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chain reaction with other cells (especially within the immune and endocrine systems).
Mycoplasmas can even cause RNA and DNA mutation of the host cells and have been
linked to certain cancers for this reason. Mycoplasmas can also invade and live inside
host cells which evade the immune system, especially white blood cells. Once inside a
white blood cell, mycoplasmas can travel throughout the body and even cross the
blood/brain barrier, and into the central nervous system and spinal fluid.”
Many researchers believe Mycoplasma is the cause of all forms of cancer. If you are
familiar with that early computer game “PacMan”, you can relate that to Mycoplasma.
The U.S. military weaponized Mycoplasma in the late 1940s and early 1950s, and their
work remain top secret for decades.
Is there a connection between the reported outbreak of COVID-19 Coronavirus in
Wuhan and the fact that Wuhan was a model city for demonstrating 5G wireless
technology in China?
Is it just a coincidence that the crippling health effects known about 5G wireless
technologies were in effect in a full scale deployment in Wuhan starting October 31,
2019?
5G Wireless Coronavirus Connection Exposed
There has been a whirlwind of speculation about the Coronavirus COVID-19 (2019nCoV) being a bioweapon. While there is quite a bit of evidence that this coronavirus
has features that point toward a man-made (bioweapon) virus this doesn't mean that
there's not also a connection between this "outbreak" and the 5G Wuhan test city.
In getting to the meat of this hypothesis it's important to start with what we know that 5G
wireless can do to your immune system.
5G as well as plenty of other non-ionizing radiation sources affect the voltage gated ion
channels in your cellular and mitochondrial membranes. What this means is that the
non-ionizing radiation puts extra forces on the voltage gate that is designed to protect
your cells and keep them in balance.
This additional force or pressure that's put on the voltage gate opens the "gate" and
throws off the balance of the cell.
Keep in mind that the cellular membrane is actually considered by many biologists to be
the "brain" of the cell. It's thought of this way because this "brain" is the regulator of the
cell as it knows what ions to let in and when, as well as what to let out of the cell and
when.
Putting more voltage pressure on this gate actually has catastrophic effects. These
effects are in some cases irreversible. To dig deeper into this subject you can check out
the Dr. Martin Pall presentations which he has researched this subject for many years
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and published extensive journal articles on it which you can also find on ‘PubMed’ if you
are into that sort of research.
5G really is... more than the 5th generation of wireless communications. It is potentially
a thousand times more powerful than 4G.
5G deployment (a military term which is used in all discussion of 5G!) involves
installation of thousands of small cell transmitter antennas along with specially designed
LED streetlights in cities where full scale 5G network access is being sold. These
transmitters and LED streetlight work in conjunction with each other to provide the
network access utilizing an array of different frequency bands for different purposes.
Some of the frequencies used in 5G networks are sub-Gigahertz which corresponds
with much of the 4G LTE networks while other much higher frequencies at 28 Gigahertz
and higher are used for massive data compression short distance communication.
Because these higher frequencies are limited to shorter distance transmission capability
and are easily blocked by any physical object whether it's a tree or the wall on a
building, many more small cells are needed in a city in order to deploy full scale, high
bandwidth 5G.
More small cells means a denser background of non-ionizing radiation everywhere
which is why you hear 5G being discussed as the "densification" of wireless technology.
In order for it to work the background radiation in any city must be much higher than it's
ever been with previous technologies.
As you can see higher intensity background radiation in a city means that 5G affects
everyone whether you use it or not. And for this reason it also affects your sensitive
voltage gates on your cellular and mitochondrial membranes.
Other reports explain this as opening up your skin, and while this is part of the issue it's
not JUST your skin that's affected.
We can think of our skin as the membrane that is protecting our internal structure but
these forces will penetrate throughout your body as even if we think higher frequencies
may have a stronger effect on the first few millimeters of our skin, the associate EMF
will penetrate throughout your body and essentially ring your internal organs with the
same frequency of the radiation.
Here's the bottom line, it's not a surprise to the scientists that study the effects of EMF
that 5G deployment has already been shown to cause flu-like symptoms in the
populations that's exposed to it.
After all the frequencies used in 5G networks are much the same as those used in the
Active Denial System used for crowd control which I reported on a few years ago.
Considering those systems made people feel like their "skin was on fire" forcing an
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immediate response to run away it's not too surprising the type of effects that it may
have caused in Wuhan.
Harmful effects of RF-EMF exposure are already proven. Over 230 scientists from
more than 40 countries have expressed their “serious concerns” regarding the
ubiquitous and increasing exposure to EMF generated by electric and wireless devices
already before the additional 5G roll-out. They refer to the fact that ”numerous recent
scientific publications have shown that EMF affects living organisms at levels well below
most international and national guidelines”.
Known effects include increased cancer risk, cellular stress, increase in harmful free
radicals, genetic damages, structural and functional changes of the reproductive
system, learning and memory deficits, neurological disorders, and negative impacts on
general well-being in humans. Damage goes well beyond the human race, as there is
growing evidence of harmful effects to both plants and animals.
(from ‘Scientist’ journal and doctors warn of potential serious health effects of 5G (5G
Appeal)
Wuhan National Biosafety Laboratory
This is being reported as the only laboratory in China equipped to study dangerous
pathogens. This is something that was done in the research laboratory at Plum Island
off the coast of Long Island, New York historically. That location was chosen specifically
because it was disconnected from the US by the Long Island sound. The idea behind
that location was that it could avoid the accidental release of (possibly engineered)
pathogens onto mainland US.
It's been reported that there were risks with this laboratory in Wuhan:
Scientists warned in 2017 that a SARS-like virus could escape a lab set up that year in
Wuhan, China, to study some of the most dangerous pathogens in the world.
Now, a SARS-like coronavirus has infected more than 800 there, spread to at least 10
other countries and killed 25 in Wuhan and nearby provinces.
China installed the first of a planned five to seven biolabs designed for maximum safety
in Wuhan in 2017, for the purpose of studying the most high-risk pathogens, including
the Ebola and the SARS viruses.
Tim Trevan, a Maryland biosafety consultant, told ‘Nature’ that year, when the lab was
on the cusp of opening, that he worried that China's culture could make the institute
unsafe because structures where everyone feels free to speak up and openness of
information are important.
Event 201 "A Global Pandemic Exercise" and the Wuhan Military World Games
In October 2019 in both New York and Wuhan some very suspicious activity was going
on...
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Wuhan military games 5G from October 18-27th 2019, Wuhan hosted the Military World
Games and specifically used 5G (for the first time ever) for the event. Also on October
18th, 2019 in New York, the Johns Hopkins Center in partnership with World Economic
Forum (WEF) and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation hosted Event 201 – “A Global
Pandemic Exercise” which is a simulation of a pandemic. Guess what virus they happen
to choose for their ‘simulation’? A coronavirus! Guess what animal cells they use? Pig
cells! (COVID-19 was initially reported to be derived from a seafood market, and the fish
there are known to be fed on pig waste). Event 201 includes the UN (since the WEF
now has a partnership agreement with UN), Big Pharma (Johnson and Johnson), Bill
Gates (key figure in pushing vaccines, human microchipping and Agenda 2030) and
both China and America’s CDC. Participants in Event 201 recommended that
governments force social media companies to stop the spread of ‘fake news’ and that
ultimately the only way to control the information would be for the WHO (World Health
Organization, part of the UN) to be the sole central purveyor of information during a
pandemic.
Connection to DNA Vaccines & Forced Vaccination Agenda
An interesting side note to this story relating to vaccines and vaccination profiteering is
the InOvio corporation. This was astutely pointed out by Annie Logical in her expose on
this subject. The crux of the story is this...
Dr. David Weiner and Dr. Joseph Kim are the principles of InOvio and have been
pioneering a new type of DNA infused vaccine which involves the use of electroporation
from an electrical pulse to infuse DNA by opening pores in cellular membranes using
the voltage gate described above.
This pair has previously been involved in engineering vaccines for Ebola and Zika virus
but Dr. Weiner's pioneering DNA transfer method using electroporation is a method of
actually infusing foreign DNA into the subject being injected with the vaccine.
Dr. Kim was funded by Merck Pharmaceutical for his education, he produced something
called PCV2 which is Porcine Circovirus, and they were working on a veterinary drug
that would help pigs escape a wasting disease.
So this was evaluated by the Dept. of Homeland Security and Plum Island animal
research, this DNA plasma for pigs had approval in 2005, in 2009, the swine flu
vaccines were filing for a patent.
In 2009 Dr. Kim’s company was filing with FDA to start trials on humans for the swine
flu. Dr. Kim has many Merck Insiders on his board. They created PCV1 and 2, which is
Pig DNA. Later on PVC1 and PCV2 were discovered in vaccines such as Gardasil,
Rotatec and Rotarix.
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A couple of years after they were given the patent for this pig DNA vaccine using PCV2
that same ingredient was found to be in Merck’s Rotarix vaccine for diarrhea and GSK
vaccine Rotarix for diarrhea.
Now how does pig virus magically turn up in a vaccine for diarrhea? It doesn’t! It gets
put there. And what is unbelievable is that even though both vaccines were suspended
and it transpired that all the vaccines for 2 years had been contaminated, the FDA
suspended them for a few months then let them carry on.(The Information about the two
drugs being suspended was found on the Medworm website and the article was written
by Dr. Kim)....
Prof Weiner is not only the world’s DNA technology expert but he is also a special
employee and adviser to the FDA.
This shows the depths to the corruption of this industry when an advisory to the
supposed regulatory body is also a producer of vaccines that he advises on! At
minimum, there was a serious breach in conflict of interests.
He has perfected a new method of giving these DNA vaccines via Electroporation
which is an electro-magnetic pulse that opens up the cells, injects foreign DNA
and then it closes the cells.
The system has been stated by Molecular Biologists to be unsafe as it could lead to
death or cancer. They stated that only human antibody in genes is safe.
This is the very same action that 5G technology uses in pulsed waves and the corona
virus was reported to have started in an area in China that had rolled out 5G
technology!
So we can see how geneticists using scientists are tampering with the building blocks of
our existence and what is disturbing is that Prof Wiener is a HIV pioneer and we know
that soon after the Polio vaccines were given to millions in Africa that HIV emerged.
They have perfected the art of injecting animal or bird DNA into human chromosomes
which alters our DNA and causes things like haemorrhaging, fever, cancers and even
death.
If you dig into this sort of information you've probably already heard about the Bill &
Melinda Gate Foundation connection to the Pirbright Institute who owns a patent on a
Coronavirus which is dated in 2013 and 2017, a few years before the outbreak of the
so-called Coronavirus, stated can be used for a vaccine for treating and/or preventing a
disease such as infectious bronchitis. Bill Gates and Richard Rothschild both hold
patents related to the so-called Covid-19 virus.
So what's the agenda here? This pretty much sums it up:
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Here’s how this con job goes and although it repeats itself under different names, year
after year (Corona, HIV, AIDS, SARS, Ebola, Zika, Mad cow, etc. etc.) most of the
uninformed public react as programmed, simply because fear is a PROVEN to trigger a
narrowing of the mind, a lowering of IQ, a stimulation of the child ego (that looks for an
adult to save it) and a reflexive obedience toward perceived authority.
The con job goes like this:
Step 1) poison the population purposely to create disease that does not and would
never occur naturally
Step 2) parlay the purposely created disease as being caused by something invisible,
outside the realm of control or knowledge of the average person
Step 3) create a toxic vaccine or medication that was always intended to further poison
the population into an early grave
Step 4) parlay the vaccine or medication poisoning as PROOF the disease, which never
existed, is much worse than anticipated
Step 5) increase the initial poisoning, which is marketed as a fake disease, and also
increase the vaccine and medication poisoning, to start piling the bodies into the
stratosphere
Step 6) repeat as many times as possible upon an uninformed population because
killing a population this way (the art of having people line up to kill themselves with
poison……known as a “soft kill” method) is the only legal way to make sure such
eugenic operations can be executed on mass and in plain sight.
This more detailed article compliments the information in “The Covid-19 Extinction
Level Event!”
Blessings,
Pastor Bob Reid, EvanTeachr@aol.com
www.pastorbobreid.com
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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